
Steve's Film Festival Reviews 1988 
 
[This version reformatted from the original which was not in Word.  It was consolidated from a 
series of BBS postings.] 
  
"The Commissar", USSR, 1967, Aleksandr Askoldov. 
 
 
This film was suppressed after its first screening, and the director (it was his first feature) vanished 
into an artistic limbo.  We are seeing the film now as part of the Soviet Union's artistic glasnost, 
and yet Askoldov's interview in today's Globe (Sept 10) suggests that the authorities still don't 
know what to do with this picture as it is not receiving widespread publicity within the 
USSR.  He himself is not getting a penny from its release in the west. 
 
The title character is a woman who is Commissar of a red army unit during the revolutionary war 
who has become pregnant, and cannot have an abortion because the chance for that passed while 
she was in combat.  This poses a problem which her commander solves by placing her with a 
tinsmith's family in the town where her unit arrives as the film opens.  The family is Jewish, and 
their warmth to each other and to their unexpected visitor is quite infectious.  Eventually she will 
leave (without her child), but will carry with her the memory of the people and their culture.  There 
are many threads of emotion and "meaning" which you can take from this film, and indeed 
Askoldov was unwilling to give a definitive explanation for parts of the film after the screening -- it 
is his view that it is for the audience to feel and interpret the story for themselves.   
 
The film contains several haunting sequences whose surrealism seems out of place in a 20-year-old 
black and white film which, because of its historical period, seems older still. 
 
I do not know whether this film will be released generally or on the rep circuit, but it is worth 
seeing if you get the chance as an exampleof a great director's work which was hidden from view 
for two decades. 
 
"Tall Tales" (also called "Cock and Bull" on the print itself), USSR, 1983, 
Sergey Ovcharov. 
. 
Ovcharov's film is a comedy which is at times wry and at others slapstick.  He draws on Russian 
folklore, and the first 45 minutes of the film have great fun with (among other things) a running gag 
of a village eccentric/inventor who always seems to be working on failed versions of aircraft which 
are at least a century after his time.  The main character is a true bumpkin who claims in his 
narration to have been born fully formed at the age of seven before his parents existed.  This little 
trick is explained by the ending of the film which brings the story full circle, but we are left taking 
it on faith until then. 
 
This film is a series of vignettes drawn loosely on/from the folktales, and they work well until 
Ovcharov bogs down in a few lengthy crowd scenes about one hour in.  Fortunately, we in the 
audience were "with him" by then, and waiting out the scenes proved worthwhile as the film hits its 
stride again in the last 15 minutes.  Fine acting and a deft camera sense throughout except in the 



crowd scenes I noted where the director seems to be stuck with footage he could not bear to part 
with or alternately drop given the expense of shooting it.  Good fun, and proof that Soviet films are 
not all deadly dull or depressing. 
 
 
"The Adventures of a Dentist", USSR, 1965, Elem Klimov. 
 
More comedy from the Soviets, this time a biting (you can all groan now) satire on the problem of 
overachievement in a society where hewing to the average is the expected style.  A young dentist 
arrives in town and is promptly installed at the local clinic.  Soon he acquires an immense 
following of patients who will see no-one else because our hero manages to miraculously, 
painlessly and instantaneously extract teeth without anesthetic (they literally pop out of the 
patients' mouths into the waiting pliers).   
 
This does not sit well with the authorities or with the dentist's trade union because nobody will 
work with him (because they are constantly upstaged).  Eventually, a review committee attends 
at his clinic, he loses his nerve, and refers a case to another clinic on the grounds it is too complex 
for him to handle.  Bureaucracy triumphs, for the moment.  Our hero goes into a deep depression, 
and eventually turns to teaching but is pursued even there by enemies seeking to discredit him (and 
thereby enhance their own image).  However, good (and painless extractions) win out in the end.   
 
There is a lot of good acting in this film and some amusing episodes where Ovcharov toys with the 
conventions of the cinema to the delight of the audience.  This is a make-believe world we are 
watching, and he wants us to know it. 
 
"A Train Has Stopped", USSR, 1981, Vadim Abdrashitov. 
 
This film is the serious flip side of our dental comedy above.  Both films concern the might of sloth 
and complacency in (Soviet?) society, but in "A Train Has Stopped", there are no laughs, and the 
problems are endemic.  We begin with the collision of a passenger train and a runaway set of 
flatcars which have rolled onto a mainline from a siding.  Among those onboard is a journalist who 
writes mainly about agriculture and whose attitude to truth in print extends mainly to doing the 
most good for people by making circumstances seem better than they are.  He is contrasted with a 
frustrated railway inspector whose investigations reveal that the accident was the combined product 
of incompetence and mismanagement by local railway employees and officials, as well as central 
mismanagement through underfunding.   
 
The locals consider the engineer who died in the crash a hero for almost stopping the train before it 
struck the cars (and thereby saving the lives of many passengers), but we learn slowly that his death 
was the unnecessary product of many people's shortcuts and oversights.  The film ends with a 
rather trying portrayal of the dedication of the future site of a memorial to the engineer in which 
many of the characters know that it is all a sham, but proceed anyway because the Soviet 
mythology requires (and values according to this film) dead 
heroes over living people. 
 
 



"Le Cri du Hibou" (The Cry of the Owl), France/Italy, 1987, Claude Chabrol. 
 
 
This is a murder mystery, love triangle, thriller in best Chabrol tradition.  Very commercial, but 
also very good and well worth seeing whenever it gets general release.   
 
As the story begins, a young woman is at home alone in a house in the country, and she is being 
watched from outside by a man who, we soon learn, is relaxed by watching her cook through the 
window.  They are both a little mad, although the man has a more clearly defined history of erratic 
behaviour as his about-to-become-ex-wife tells anyone who will listen.  The lady in the woods has 
an about-to-become-husband who is insanely jealous when our two principal characters meet, and 
his would-be wife decides that she really doesn't want him after all.   
 
At this point the motives vanish below the surface because we (the audience) must be kept in 
suspense about what is really going on until the ending.  The rest of the film is a well worked-out 
"who is killing whom" story whose 102 minute running time sped by to a conclusion which leaves 
you guessing the final outcome.  Chabrol has fun playing with his audience, and leaves the best 
trick to the last frame. 
 
"Best Wishes", Brazil, 1988, Tereza Trautman. 
 
An extended family in a truly magnificent home on a hill overlooking Rio is celebrating their last 
day in the house which has been sold, no doubt to become a clutch of high-rise condos.  Mothers, 
daughters, aunts, wives, lovers all weave together their pasts and the present with which some deal 
more successfully than others.  The male characters exist in this film primarily as boyfriends, 
husbands and lovers in a subtle reversal of the usual roles accorded each sex.  The complex 
characters are all women, although many of them are strongly affected by their relationship to the 
men around them.  Only one has a mythic aspect -- a son Pedro who is assumed dead at the hands 
of the military years ago and whose memory has been carried as an icon by his mother and widow.  
While the women are sympathetically portrayed as individuals, it is doubtful that Trautman sees 
them that way as a group.  These are people with a seemingly bottomless reserve of "the good life" 
and one wonders just how they will adapt to life in the real world beyond their hillside mansion. 
 
The strength of this film lies in its wealth of characters and their interplay which never gets bogged 
down in undue seriousness or agonizing depression, and in which the comic timing is always deft 
and unexpected. 
 
 



"Comic Book Confidential", Canada, 1988 (completed less than 24 hours before  
screening), Ron Mann. 
 
 
This is a comedy/documentary about comic books and their artists – everything from the earliest of 
superheroes and gothic horrors to the off-the-wall underground press of the 60s to the new wave art 
of the 80s.  This film is part social history and part the history of a neglected artform.  The contrast 
between the artists and their characters if often so great that one realizes that some truly bizarre 
personalities lie just below the surface of the most creative of the artists.  The film will open 
commercially soon, and will do well with comic-book lovers and fans of pop art, but I am not sure 
whether it will find a general audience.  Good editing (particularly in the last half) and 
sound along with superb reproduction of a huge collection of art. 
 
"Paperhouse", GB, 1988. Bernard Rose. 
 
I am always intrigued by first features as they can bring unexpected and pleasant surprises -- not 
knowing a director's past work lets you see a film with no preconceptions, and the possible thrill of 
seeing a new master in the making (forgive the aliteration .. it is late and I tend to write like a lazy 
critic when I am tired).  For me, the jury on Rose is still out, but there is great promise.   
 
"Paperhouse" concerns the fantasy life of a girl who has drawn a picture of a house in her 
workbook at school.  The house takes on a life of its own when she falls ill and swings between the 
conscious and unconscious world, and that life is not always as she expected even though she 
continues to add to the drawing.  By now, those who know my preferences will know that I am a 
great fan of the surreal, and anyone who can pull it off gets a bonus point or two.  My basic 
complaint about this film is that it falls into the trap of overdoing its climax with unnecessarily 
showy special effects and sound track.  
 
We, the audience, have been following the slow amalgamation of the real and fantasy worlds, and 
don't need these intrusions to help us along.  All the same, "Paperhouse" is a good film with good 
acting from its child principals. 
 



"Alouette, Je te Plumerai"  
(English Title: "The Lark" which loses the double entendre of the French), France, 1988, Pierre 
Zucca. 
 
After popping out of the woodwork in his own films, Claude Chabrol finally stars in someone else's 
work.  Here we meet him as a doddering old man in a nursing home, but quickly learn that he is a 
lot sharper than he appears.  A nurse whom he has befriended believes him to be secretly wealthy, 
and together with her husband (who pretends to be the old man's nephew), they adopt the old man 
and take him home.  Of course we in the audience all know that the con is working at least two 
ways, and Chabrol's character is also conning himself about his past and his future.   
 
The film follows these characters to a tragic end, but we have a lot of fun getting there.  The pun of 
the title refers to Chabrol's character's fascination with ornithology and the likelihood that, given 
the chance, all of the characters would pluck each other clean.  Good directing and acting all 
around. 
 
"Witnesses", Canada, 1988, Martyn Burke. 
 
This film is a documentary about the USSR/Afghan war, and it purports to be a view of the carnage 
not seen in the west.  In the sense of details, that is probably true, but I have problems with the 
director's motives.  We learn a great deal about the heroism and self-sacrifice of the Afghanis in the 
first 45 minutes or so, but at about the one-hour mark, the film takes a wrong turn. 
 
Up until this point we have basic war reportage coupled with tales of the horrors inflicted on the 
civilian population by the Soviet air force and army.  Then, figuratively speaking, the Americans 
arrive in the form of Stinger anti-aircraft missiles which quickly turn things around.  The Afghanis 
are great tacticians, and exploit the holes in Soviet defensive planning early in the campaign, but 
they did not have the hardware to bring on a stalemate until about 1986. 
 
My two biggest complaints about this film are (1) that it tends to glorify the selfless contributions 
of those western journalists and aid workers while (2) avoiding the brutal question of why it took 
the arch-anti-Communist Ronnie so long to get around to helping the "freedom fighters" in 
Afghanistan.  We get a glimpse of the red tape surrounding the granting of refugee status to Red 
Army deserters in the west (including Canada), but no analysis of why this happened. 
 
What other agenda took precedence in Soviet/Western relations for so long that the west turned its 
back on this war?  What was the complicity of the media in letting this happen?  Only near the end 
does one veteran cameraman observe that only near the end does one veteran cameraman observe 
that, unlike in Viet Nam, the reporters could not cover the war during business hours and then 
repair to the hotel bar to swap stories with their friends.  War reporting has grown lazy, and that's a 
story in its own right.  
 
We are treated to a voiceover sequence where we hear how the USSR stopped the various uprisings 
in Eastern Europe in at most a few weeks each, but that it could not defeat the Afghanis after 8 
years.  This is just rotten journalism, and the director should know better.  The Afghan war was lost 
in difficult terrain against an enemy who bitterly resisted.  The European uprisings were largely 



urban affairs among peoples accustomed to being subjugated and where resistance could easily be 
detected and snuffed out.  There were no mujahadeen attacks in Kabul because their strength lay in 
the countryside where they could beat down a demoralized army.   
 
There is no doubt that the Soviets perpetrated many inhumane acts and deserve to be censured for it 
-- the question unasked by this film is why they have not been pilloried in the western media for 
crimes of war equivalent to the worst of Cambodia.  The irony of this film's screening at a festival 
which includes a large glasnost- inspired Soviet retrospective is strong indeed. 
 
In short, I feel that Burke ruined a good piece of reportage by setting up a white hat/black hat 
relationship in which we (the west) can feel that through our surrogates, the Afghanis, we have 
somehow "beaten" the mighty USSR.  That pandering spoils an otherwise good film. 
 
"Hamlet Goes Business", Finland, 1987, Aki Kaurismaki. 
 
The Kaurismaki brothers are the subject of this year's spotlight presentation as they have the double 
interest of being good (in an underground sort of way) and Finnish.  Aki's humour (as he revealed 
in the post screening discussion) is very dry, very deadpan, and this served him well in what is 
essentially a send-up of the Shakespearean play.   
 
Hamlet, Gertrude, Ophelia and all the rest are transported to 20th C. Finland where the family 
power is that of industry rather than royalty.  Anyone who knows the play well will quickly spot 
the many subtle references to the text (which Aki claims to have read for the first time 
while he was filming -- HA!).  Some are not so subtle including the real groaner when we first meet 
the title character -- Hamlet wanders through the kitchen in search of food.  A maid is cutting meat 
into thin slices.  He grabs it from her to cut a thick piece for himself, saying (in Finnish) "Ah. Ham! 
Let Me!"  The joke is obvious to all through the subtitles, but works of course only on an English 
print.   
 
Things go on from there with great seriousness on the characters' part, but the audience comes to 
anticipate the reworking of classic scenes almost before they occur.  Polonius' advice to his son 
ends with a suggestion that he not lend his money lest both friend and money be lost, but that if he 
borrow, he should avoid repayment as long as possible.  "To thine own self be true" has vanished 
from this capitalist's canon.   
 
By the end (we think) of the film, everyone has been killed off more or less as per the classic plot, 
but then things take an odd turn and Hamlet manages to survive for another reel only to be done in 
by the only characters who do not exist in the original play.  (It also turns out that Hamlet murdered 
his own father too.)  The words "To be or not to be" are nowhere to be heard.   
 
The tenor of the discussion afterwards is best summed up by a question from the audience: "What's 
your favourite Canadian Beer?"  Aki replied maybe Labatt's Blue (a nice plug for the sponsor 
there), but maybe also Molson Export.  He is still working his way through them, and will let us 
know next weekend. 
 



"Manifesto", USA, 1988, Dusan Makaveyev. 
 
Well, I really should have come home rather than expecting something of substance from 
Makaveyev, but by the 12th film of the weekend, your judgment gets a bit cloudy.  "Manifesto" has 
very little plot, lots of sumptuous scenery, lots of good soft-core sex, and a spiffy animated title 
sequence which is better than the rest of the movie put together.  I reached a point where I wished 
for a fast forward button connected to the projector.  At least with video porn, you can skip over the 
"plot" to get to the good parts.   
 
That is maybe a little harsh because there are some comic moments (they all seem to have some 
connection with sex), but the film just wanders from one episode to another rather like someone 
who is mildly drunk at a party and unable to tell a coherent tale of where he's been or going, just 
having a great time.  Definitely worth missing (except for the sex and the sets and costumes) when 
it comes out (it will -- Cannon is the distributor). 
 
Best line I've heard yet -- a woman waiting for the light to change at Charles and Yonge remarked 
that she's been sitting for so long that she's spread out five inches.  Ah the dedication of film fans! 
 
An afterthought about "Manifesto":  This film will not screen commercially in Ontario as it seems 
tailor made to infuriate the censor board.  There are not one, not two but THREE scenes in which a 
large group of young children come upon wanton lovemaking out in the woods.  That sort of thing 
got "The Tin Drum" banned here.  One of the three occasions involves a girl who is obviously 
underage.  That got us a ban on "Pretty Baby".  The censor even has a character in the film in the 
form of a schoolmarm who attempts to paper over events which her charges understand all too 
well.  In the end, this lady winds up in a birdcage in a sanatorium where she is (to her immense 
glee) being sprayed with water from all directions by, among others, The King who happens to be 
visiting.  Take that, Mary Brown.  A shame she isn't here to see it. 
 
For all that this film obviously invites censorship, I wish there was more meat on the bone, so to 
speak, to make it worth defending.  It would have been amusing to watch Ontario try to cut this 
film while we hosted a Soviet retrospective under the banner of glasnost. 
 
Seen as a gigantic practical joke, "Manifesto" works.  Seen as a worthwhile motion picture, there's 
no hope for it. 
 
"Latent Image", Chile, 1987, Pablo Perelman. 
 
This is a moving film about one man's coming to grips with his role in modern Chile.  His brother 
was disappeared in 1975 and presumed dead, but he cannot give up searching for information.  This 
search is a surrogate for actual involvement and commitment to the opposition, although by the 
film's end I had some hope his commitment would blossom.  While the repressive political situation 
is an obvious "character" in this work, it can also be read as a film about commitment to the society 
in which one lives anywhere.  
 



This is a superbly directed and paced film shot on a shoestring ($150,000 US and a lot of promises 
of future earnings, along with a contribution from our National Film Board which provided post 
production services and the super 16mm to 35mm transfer as a donation. 
 
Perelman, who was at the screening, is guardedly optimistic that things in Chile are improving -- 
already in anticipation of the referendum on Pinochet the frequency and brutality of arbitrary 
government actions are diminishing, and he expects that even if the "no" loses, it will be hard for 
the government to fall back on its old ways.  Oddly, "Latent Image" could be made without 
interference, although it was done with no encouragement either.  It simply cannot be screened in 
Chile.  This is easily the best of the films I have seen on the internal struggle which people must 
undergo in deciding to take a political stand which may cost them their lives.  It is not preachy, and 
the police make only occasional appearances, albeit enough to remind us of the horrors just out of 
frame. 
 
"Break of Dawn", USA, 1988, Isaac Artenstein. 
 
I saw this film mainly because the lineup for another theatre was so immense that in best Festival 
tradition, I nipped off to find a lineup of tolerable size.  Well, I found one, and got to see the world 
premiere of the best film of the Festival so far.  The 150-200 or so in the Showcase who saw it had 
a rare treat, and it's a shame that there has been no advance press to drum up business. 
 
The story is of Pedro Gonzalez, a Mexican immigrant to Los Angeles in the 30s who was the first 
Hispanic radio entertainer in that city.  He is very successful, but also supports political causes such 
as labour unions which do not enchant the local D.A. who is on a commie-bashing campaign.  
Eventually, Gonzalez is framed for a rape he did not commit and sent to San Quentin for 50 years, 
the maximum sentence.  Later, his accuser admitted her perjury, and he was deported to Mexico, 
but never pardoned despite a plea to the Governor only a few years ago (right wing mania is again 
alive and well in sunny California).  All of this story is true albeit slightly compressed for the 
medium of cinema. 
 
Artenstein has been making films since he was in grade school, and is an obvious master working 
in the independent film world.  No major studio would back this film (even though a documentary 
on the same subject made in 1983 for PBS was itself award-winning), and it was put together with 
private financing.  ($850,000 US plus many deferred payments -- they have a US distributor, and 
are seeking distribution anywhere else "on the planet").  The majors think it's a great film (now that 
it is finished), but as the producer, Jude Eberhard, said, it's a film that you have to use both sides of 
your brain to market, and it will creep into theatres later this year in the US. 
 
Every penny is up there on the screen -- the period is perfectly captured with no anachronistic faux-
pas so typical of low-budget films.  (When I complimented them on this, they waxed rhapsodic 
about their production designer and particularly their art director for about five minutes.)  The 
acting is excellent and there is never a feeling that we are being talked down to by the film which 
is, after all, a story about a very good, if human and imperfect, man.  The only other screening is at 
the Cumberland 3, Wednesday at 11:30 am, and "Break of Dawn" deserves a better house than that, 
not to mention a much bigger audience than it had tonight.  (The sound system in the Cumberland 
is lousy, and this film has a wonderful soundtrack on it.) 



 
One amusing footnote:  The Spanish dialogue is subtitled in English, and someone in the audience 
asked if a Spanish subtitled print (ie with the English text translated for Hispanic audiences) was in 
the works.  Artenstein replied that the film was to be screened at the Latin American film festival in 
Havana in December, and even though it cost money, a Spanish print would be struck. 
 
I should mention, by the way, that Artenstein lived for part of his youth in Tiajuana and comes by 
his love of things Mexican and his knowledge of the culture legitimately despite his name and his 
Californian accent.  
 
This evening has been a breath of fresh air, and it's times like these that all that standing in line is 
really worthwhile. 
 
"Red Sourghum", People's Republic of China, 1987, Zhang Yimou. 
 
This film, which took the Golden Bear at the Berlin Festival, has been drawing big audiences 
wherever it plays with good reason.  The story is set in pre-revolutionary China and the principal 
characters are the grandparents of the narrator who never appears on camera.  We first meet a 
young girl who is 
 
being transported to her arranged marriage with a winemaker who lives, it appears, in the middle of 
nowhere, and who because of his leprousy, is shunned by all others except for trade.  The girl's 
father hopes that she will inherit the winery and the land around it, and in fact this comes to pass 
much sooner than he expected.  She has never loved her husband, but is fond of one of the bearers 
who carried her marriage sedan chair, and who gave her a rather rough 
ride enroute.   
 
Actually, I am going to give up on plot at this point because there are too many interwoven threads 
to handle in a short review, and you can learn the story if the film appears in general release.  The 
acting, direction and cinematography are excellent, and there is only the slightest hint of political 
correctness about the relationships between the characters, and that does not get in the way of a 
moving story.  One particularly fine touch uses, in effect, a singing advertisement for the winery's 
product which is given with all the gusto of any drinking song.  Much later, when the original 
manager of the winery has been killed during the Japanese invasion, his survivors drink a toast of 
the wine he once made, and they sing the same praise of the wine, but with very different effect.   
 
Highly recommended. 
 



"The Raggedy Rawney", Great Britain, 1988, Bob Hoskins. 
 
Hoskins directed and appeared in this film, as well as co-authoring it.  It is his first feature as a 
director.  The title character is a teenage lad who, at the film's outset, has just entered the army but 
not seen action, and is terrified by a bombardment his company receives.  He runs off and adopts 
the character of a madwoman living in the woods who is adopted by a band of gypsies.  I should 
mention that the war in question has been going on for a long time and is against no visible enemy.  
It is just "there". 
 
The first half of the film concerns mainly the developing love between the Rawney and the 
daughter of the gypsy troupe's leader (Hoskins).  About halfway through, the plot stops in its tracks 
for an extended wedding sequence involving another couple (the Rawney's true identity is known 
only to the girl). 
 
At that point, the plot never quite picks up steam or direction again, and one can sense a "what do I 
do now" feeling coming over the writer/director.  In the end we have a somewhat contrived 
showdown with the army which our gypsy friends are sure to lose, but that loss takes place in our 
minds as the credits roll.  
 
This is a good first film with many fine comic moments even if some of the characters are a bit 
two-dimensional, and it will probably be well received when it opens here later this fall (fairly soon 
I believe).  If you're a fan of Hoskins' past work as an actor ("Mona Lisa" and "Roger Rabbit" to 
give two wildly differing examples), this film is well worth seeing as another step in 
his development. 
 
"The Debt" ("La Dueda Interna"), Argentina/Great Britain, 1987, Miguel Pereira. 
 
Yes, you read that correctly -- a co-production of companies in two nations recently at war.  This is 
a fine film which deserved, but did not get, a full house at the Uptown 1.  Shot in the high Andes in 
northwest Argentina, the story concerns a young boy whose mother died at his birth, and whose 
father left to work in the cities and is presumed lost; he is raised by his grandmother, but is adopted 
by the local schoolteacher when the grandmother dies.  For the first 50 minutes or so, this is a well 
observed character study of a very rural society into which the teacher has come, but then the news 
on the radio announces the 70s coup and the outside world begins to intervene. 
 
The boy's father, it turns out, is still alive and is active in agitation for workers' rights, an unhealthy 
vocation under the circumstances.  The teacher takes the boy to the provincial capital to try to find 
his father, and becomes briefly ensnared in the police machinery -- after all why would he want to 
know about a subversive?  The police suggest that he should check the hospitals because the man 
may have had "an accident".  Shortly after returning to their village, the teacher receives a transfer 
to a large city school, and must leave the boy behind.   
 
Flash forward some years, and the teacher has returned for a visit to try to find what has happened 
to the boy.  An old man in the village whose radio has not worked for three years (and who 
therefore knows nothing of the Falklands war) digs out letters and a photo from the boy who is now 



dressed as a sailor -- the photo is inscribed "from the guys on the Belgrano".   (For the benefit of 
those who may have forgotten, the British sank the Belgrano and she went down with all hands.) 
 
I have left out a lot of subplots, not to mention the music and the scenery which is used to good 
effect.  Almost all of the actors are amateurs, although you would never know it.  This film 
deserves distribution, but I am not sure if it will get it because it is so much a character study with 
very little action in the traditional cinematic sense.   
 
Well worth seeing if you get the chance. 
 
"The World is Watching", Canada, 1988, Peter Raymont. 
 
This documentary (which will air on PBS and on Channel 19 this year) was a welcome antidote to 
"Witnesses" which I reviewed earlier.  The location is Nicaragua, 1987, and the subject is the 
influence of the media on what we see of a foreign war.  We follow an ABC newsteam, a 
Newsweek photographer, and an editorial writer for the Boston Globe, and learn how the different 
constraints of their employers' media affect the stories they are able to tell.  ABC News in New 
York has its own agenda regarding what fits into the news package they are assembling, and things 
that don't work into the scheme of things are cut. The killing time constraints of network TV news 
are unhappily clear here.   
 
The Newsweek photog fares a little better because his pictures are not doctored, but of course he 
has no control over how they are used.  Only the writer for the Boston Globe is fairly independent 
and then only because of his seniority and the liberal (oh save me!  I said the dreaded "L" word!!) 
orientation of his newspaper.  Makes you think twice about those 2 minute "features" on The 
National.   
 
Watch for it in the TV listings. 
 
"See No Evil", Canada, 1988, Paul Cowan. 
 
Another documentary, this one from the NFB, concerning the utter lack of desire of the Ontario 
Ministry of Labour to enforce the occupational health and safety laws.  This film is based on a real 
accident at Westinghouse in Hamilton in 1979 in which a junior worker was blinded by an 
explosion of improperly stored and handled solvent. The worker, his family, and the Electrical 
Union's health and safety officer at Westinghouse play themselves, while all other characters 
are actors in a dramatised reconstruction of events. 
 
"See No Evil" is an indictment of bureaucratic and political inertia in an important health field, 
which sad to say I believe continues under the Liberal regime at Queen's Park.  A few chilling stats 
dropped along the way:  There are eleven times more people killed in industrial accidents in 
Canada than are murdered, but of course we never hear about them.  There are twice as many 
people in Ontario protecting the fish and wildlife from illegal hunting than there are industrial 
safety inspectors. 
 



This film deserves to be seen, but who knows if the CBC will show it given that Westinghouse 
would be understandably upset at charges of criminal negligence which it levels against them.  
Keep an eye out for this one as it's well worth seeing.  Yes, blatantly a viewpoint of "the left", but 
dammit, this is a case where government and industry have hidden under each other's skirts too 
long. 
 
I should mention, by the way, that the Cumberland 3 seems to have cleaned up its sound system 
since last year, and that my fears about the quality of viewing there are now somewhat diminished. 
 
And finally, best line of the day .. overheard while waiting in line (wha t else do Festival patrons 
do?) .. "I always thought that Jay (Scott) got his best interviews in bus station restrooms." 
 
"Soursweet", Great Britain, 1988, Mike Newell. 
 
Newell is already well known in Toronto from his films "Dance With a Stranger" and "The Good 
Father".  In "Soursweet", he tells the story of a couple who immigrate from Hong Kong to London, 
and their imersion in British/Chinese society.  We begin in an idyllic rural part of HK, and a North 
American audience must be forgiven for asking why (other than the pending takeover by the 
People's Republic) anyone would trade this for the gritty melee in London. The husband begins by 
working in a Chinese restaurant in whose kitchen barely controlled chaos is the norm.   
 
His wife has business aspirations of her own, but these go unrealized while he works to pay off his 
father's gambling debts in HK.  That proves difficult, and he is soon drawn into contact with the 
Chinese underworld.  Eventually, they do set up a take-out restaurant in a dismal industrial 
backwater where, he hopes, the mob will never find him.  Throughout the film, the great tragedy is 
that his wife never knows of his problems, and when he at last disappears (having been murdered) 
she goes on assuming he is alive somewhere else.  In this tiny description, I have left out a wealth 
of detail and many subplots, and it is all that detail which gives the film its impact.   
 
This is a funny and touching movie which I highly recommend when it shows up in general 
distribution. 
 
"36 Fillette" (Junior Size 36), France, 1988, Catherine Breillat. 
 
This is a coming of age film in which a very sexy, but still virginal 14-year-old begins her 
transition from a tarty youngster who uses her body to get attention to a woman who, we hope, has 
some sense that love is not merely physical.  The action takes place at Biarritz while her family is 
on vacation. 
 
On a night out when she is in theory being escorted by her brother, she meets a man in his 40s who 
is drawn to her against his own better judgement.  The rest of the story takes place over the 
following day, and ironically despite much intimacy, she remains a virgin by the time they part. 
 
A thread running through all of this is the unsatisfying relationship between our heroine (and by 
extension women in general) and the men in her life.  Her brother has broken her arm years ago, 
and her father flies into a rage when he discovers she has been out with an older man.  The would-



be lover is a sensitively-drawn character whose entanglement is both funny and tragic, and the 
audience is never allowed to think of him as a villain (this is France, after all, not Ontario).   
 
Toward the end of the film, there are two scenes which brought gales of laughter (mainly female 
voices) in what can only be flashes of recognition.  When our couple finally gets into bed, and our 
heroine is performing fellatio (out of frame), she gags on the obviously unexpected consequence; 
her lover at that point loses his ability and desire to perform further and leaves her alone in bed.  
Shortly thereafter, she picks up a boy only slightly older than herself intent on being deflowered -- 
she is, but in the briefest of encounters after which he asks the inevitable "was it good?". 
 
All in all, not a flattering portrait of the male of the species, but the final frame leaves the girl 
looking straight into the audience's eyes with an enigmatic, Mona Lisa- like smile which implies 
that she'll get by in spite of her experiences. 
 
The script is an adaptation of director Breillat's own novel, and she shows a fine sense of character 
and pacing in this, her third feature.  Whether the Ontario censors will allow this into general 
release (it does not have a North American distributor) I doubt given past experiences with any film 
involving minors and sex, and yet this is a perfect example of the stupidity of the standards set on 
our behalf by the government. 
 
"Little Dorrit", Great Britain, 1987, Christine Edzard. 
 
This film is truly a masterpiece, and it deserves viewing by anyone with a love for Dickens, for 
great acting, and for great cinema.  Unfortunately, with the six-hour running time, your best chance 
may be on TV should PBS or OECA give it an airing.  The film is resolutely theatrical in pacing 
(no artificial crises every 52 minutes just before Alistair Cookie makes an appearance to prime us 
for the next episode), and in cinematography (full use of the 35mm frame with its wider aspect ratio 
than TV, and use of sombre colour and lighting which do not screen well in the electronic 
medium). 
 
I cannot begin to precis the story (those of you familiar with Dickens know it already, and anyone 
else knows that trying to precis Dickens is a hopeless task).  However, the brilliant stroke of the 
director/screenwriter Christine Edzard is to make TWO three-hour adaptations of the same story.   
 
Part one, titled "Nobody's Fault" is seen from the perspective of Arthur Clennam (Derek Jacobi) 
who has returned home after 20 years working in his father's business in China.  The subtitle refers 
to an ongoing refrain concerning the ills which befall people (and in particular debt which is the 
subject of the work) -- it's nobody's fault that people are poor, that they fall ill, that some lives are 
better than others.  The world in part one is seen through Arthur's eyes which would be covered 
with rose-tinted specs were he wearing any.  The poor get by with some philanthropy, and Arthur 
never sees the unrequited love borne for him by Amy Dorrit (Sarah Pickering) until the very end of 
the story. 
 
In the second film, subtitled "Little Dorrit's Story", we see things from a different perspective, and 
many of the events of the first half are replaced with new ones and their associated characters.  You 
really have to see "Nobody's Fault" to appreciate what is missing (ie what goes on offscreen) in 



"Little Dorrit's Story", and the irony of some scenes is striking.  We now see events before and/or 
after the versions as seen by Arthur, and we realize just how little he knew of what was really 
happening around him.  
 
As with any good Dickens novel, this story is packed with an assortment of odd characters who 
speak the most scintillatingly good English.  Of particular joy are the performances of Alec Guiness 
and Cyril Cusack who play William and Frederick Dorrit (Amy's father and uncle respectively).  
They have a few scenes of their own, and they are jewels (both occur in the second half because, 
from Arthur's point of view, they are invisible).  Other principal actors include Joan Greenwood (as 
Arthur's mother), Amelda Brown, Daniel Chatto, Gwenda Hughes, and Patricia Hayes.  The sound, 
sets, costumes and lighting are accurate to the letter without overwhelming you with a tour-de-force 
of period detail, and some are just a tad surrealistic on purpose to add to the atmosphere. 
 
If you ever get a chance to see this film in a theatre, GO!  You will have a hard time being content 
with Masterpiece Theatre ever again.  
 
"Lo que vendra" (What is to Come), Argentina, 1988, Gustavo Mosquera. 
 
This is a first feature and WHAT a first feature!  Mosquera's intent is to warn that the new 
democracy is fragile, and that a new evil may arise in place of the old one.  The setting is a Buenos 
Aires you will not recognize from the travel posters -- grafitti, trash-strewn streets, and a 
conspicuous absence of people.   
 
Early in the film, a man is accidently shot by police during a demonstration and he sustains a 
serious head injury.  He is hospitalized in a building which, if it really is a hospital, is a monument 
to inhumane design.  To complicate matters, there is a strike at the hospital, and hardly any staff 
(or other patients) are around.  His father is anonymously tipped off regarding his location and 
starts asking questions only to be picked up by the police and discretely questioned in an eerie 
sequence where the camera constantly circles the two figures now pulling in close now pulling 
back, but always moving and pacing the change of perspective with the conversation.  The climax 
is equally surreal, and takes place mainly in the hold of a large tanker under construction in dry 
dock.  The use of music, colour, lighting and unusual camera technique is stunning (almost a little 
too much so), and bodes well for all involved in the film -- according to the director it was a largely 
student crew, and just about everyone was making their first feature. 
 
"Ghosts ... of the Civil Dead", Australia, 1988, John Hillcoat. 
 
This film makes an ideal pairing to "Lo que vendra" (they screened back to back at the Showcase), 
although I am not sure that was intended by the programmers. Where the first film is set in the 
surreal future as a warning, "Ghosts ..." is set in the all too real present of modern, state-of-the-art 
prison.  The reality of "Ghosts ..." is almost more than the audience can believe, and yet it is based 
on REAL plans of REAL prisons in the USA.  The events are based on research with inmates and 
guards over a three-year period.   
 
The thesis of this film is that prisons exists solely to create prisoners and to justify the need for 
police powers.  Inmates are routinely harassed, and incitements of violence by prison 



administration are common -- the purpose being to justify the construction of newer, better prisons.  
This is not a film for the faint of heart, but it is film which deserves to be seen and understood -- 
unfortunately, its message suffers from that L-word which is so unpopular south of the border, and 
so it will be mainly preaching to the converted. 
 
Essentially this is a docudrama, but presented using the conventions of fiction.  Distribution in 
Europe starts next month, and the filmmakers hope to get North American distribution early next 
year.  As they put it at the screening, "we want it shown in the suburbs".  Here's hoping they get the 
chance.  It is extremely unlikely this will ever show up on TV given the subject matter, and it needs 
the immediacy and scale of a cinema screen to have its best impact.  Oh yes -- it's another first 
feature from a team whose previous work was mainly in music videos, and it's raw, knock-em-dead 
stuff.             
 
"Une Affaire de Femmes", France, 1988, Claude Chabrol. 
 
The contrast between this film and Chabrol's "Le Cri du Hibou" reviewed earlier this week show 
the range of his abilities as a director.  The film is set in wartime France during the occupation (it 
was shot in Dieppe).  The heroine, Marie, played by Isabelle Huppert, would prefer to live a better 
life and realizes that her "services" for friends and neighbours can translate into better clothes, more 
food and a larger flat.   
 
At the beginning, she performs an abortion for a neighbour and receives a grammaphone in return.  
Realizing that she is on to something, she lets it be known that she's available, and a brisk trade of 
women whose husbands are at the front, or who simply who have too many mouths to feed, 
develops.  She also is befriended by a prostitute whom she met in a hairdressing salon, and one 
room of the flat becomes the hooker's place of business during the day when the children are out at 
school.   
 
When Marie's husband returns wounded, life gets trickier because he must be literally worked 
around.  Theirs is a loveless marriage, and one can only guess where their two children came from.  
Marie meets and takes as a lover a young man whose collaboration with the Germans has kept him 
from being shipped off as forced labour.  The scene is ripe for a denunciation, but it comes from the 
unlikely source of the husband.  Marie is tried for her "crimes" and beheaded, the last woman to 
suffer such a fate in France.  It is left to the audience to appreciate the grand irony of the Vichy 
state court's pronunciations on the importance of the family and the sanctity of life when the same 
government was assisting the Germans with the decimation of the Jewish population.   
 
Chabrol is just a little too kind to Marie, in that her naivety about the danger of her trade and about 
the holocaust (which is only lightly touched on) seem a bit hard to swallow.  (The problem may be 
that I do not have the same cultural background as a native French audience, and indeed Chabrol 
may be commenting as well on a see-no-evil self-centred attitude among the population of the 
occupied territories.) 
 
"Felix", West Germany, 1987, Helma Sanders -Brahms, Helke Sander, Margarethe von 
Trotta, Christel Buschmann. 
 



Felix (played wonderfully by Ulrich Tukur, a top German actor and musician) is a man whose wife 
has just left him.  He would like to think that he threw her out, but it really didn't happen that way.  
We meet him as she goes out the door, and there follows a poignant mopping-up -- the preliminary 
stages of removing her memory -- the leftovers of breakfast for two, some clothes, some books.  
Felix is soon called by various women friends, in particular Karin who, much later, we find is in the 
process of breaking up with her husband.  A long and hilariously choreographed phone monologue 
by Felix ensues, and he decides to leave for a vacation.  Oh yes -- I should mention that up to now, 
Sanders-Brahms has been directing, but the moment Felix walks out the door, Sander takes over for 
the next segment. 
 
Felix is off at the beach where he meets two truly stunning blonds who toy with his attempts to pick 
them up.  Close but no cigar. 
 
Von Trotta's episode finds Felix walking down the street when he spots a woman who looks like 
his wife.  She isn't, and she goes on her way, but Felix soon comes upon a sobbing woman whose 
lover has just abandoned her.  She can only be soothed by ice cream.  Felix is slowly falling in 
love, and things seem to be brightening up when who should pass by the restaurant/bar but the 
woman who resembles Felix' ex.  He points her out, only to find that she is also the ex of his new-
found love.  All three repair to dinner chez elles where they are joined by the ex-lover's young 
daughter.  Late that night, as everyone is settling down in their respective beds, Felix quietly leaves 
by a side exit. 
 
Now in the fourth episode, Felix is in the Reperbahn (the red- light district), although this proves 
little more fertile a hunting ground than the others he has tried.  He follows and meets a woman, 
and they repair to her apartment only for Felix to discover she has a boyfriend who is obviously 
looking for a threesome.  Felix is too much the handsome straight Aryan type for this, and again he 
wanders off into the night. 
 
This film is that great oddity -- a German comedy, and a feminist comedy at that.  After the 
screening, Buchmann was asked why they chose to do a cooperative project with a male lead.  She 
replied that all of them had done so many films with female leads that they wanted to try their hand 
with a male as seen from a female perspective.  Their great success is that Felix is shown for the 
confused, overeager and somewhat myopic male he is, but the portrait is never unsympathetic.  We 
laugh at his troubles but not at him.  Ulrich Tukur is superb in the title role. 
 
"The Navigator: A Midieval Odyssey", New Zealand, 1988, Vincent Ward. 
 
Oh the hype this film got in both the program book and in the introduction at the theatre:  great new 
talent from NZ, invitations to Cannes, Helga Stephenson claims it has more images per square 
centimetre of film than anything she's seen.  You can practically see the drool running down the 
frame.  Packed house at the Uptown. 
 
I needn't have bothered.  This film is a piece of self- indulgent crap on a grand scale.  To begin: we 
are in the year 1398, March to be precise if I remember the subtitle.  Cast your minds back (those of 
you who have been reincarnated enough times to remember that far) and you will recall that the 
Black Death was ravaging Europe.   



 
Our scene is the snow-covered hillsides of Cumbria (Scotland to you), oh and by the way according 
to the program book it is 1348 (I could have sworn the title said 1398, but what's 50 years between 
friends).  The peasantry are dreading the arrival of plague.  There is much wringing of hands and 
gnashing of teeth in full closeup and dramatic high-contrast black-and-white.  A young boy is 
having visions of the future, and one of these involves the village's only hope of averting the plague 
-- they must forge a cross for the steeple of the cathedral on the other side of the land. 
 
Well, our young lad leads a not-so-merry band off on a shortcut he has dreamed about, and after 
much 14th century mechanical digging (the director has to be an industrial archeology freak like 
me) they pop out -- wait for it – in Wellington NZ, in 1988.  At night.  Saves on sets and lighting, 
that does. Anyhow, the rest of the film is the quest to forge the cross, find the cathedral and erect 
the cross before daybreak.  There are so many contrived scenes it defies imagination: our heroes 
cross Wellington (or maybe it's Aukland, who cares) harbour in a small rowboat WITH A HORSE.  
A white horse of course because it's night and you want the audience to see it.  We won't ask why a 
white horse might just be hanging around the harbour.  Enroute a submarine surfaces and scares the 
livin' whatzitz out of them, and then disappears again.  Sort of a modern day Nessie, that.  Another 
member of the happy band finds himself on the front of a commuter train -- that's right -- the front 
ie outside standing on who knows what for a highspeed trip across the harbour bridge (which the 
rest of them would have used had they any sense) to the railway station conveniently near the 
cathedral.  I won't go into the rest   of the "modern" part except to say that the completion of the 
cathedral has all the requisite cliffhanger stuff in it -- the fraying rope, the man hanging from the 
ladder, and finally the rising sun which lights the triumphal scene so well. 
 
We return to the 14th Century (at a point where I was hoping for the end title, but no we get another 
reel of this dreck) for (I am not kidding!) the happy Cumbrian peasants dancing about on the 
aforementioned snowy hillsides because they have been SAVED!  I should mention that the 
director is into things Celtic, and this film is among other things a chance to show off everything he 
knows.  Anyhow, the visionary hero discovers that he has plague, but miraculously the rest of the 
village is spared.  The sacrificial lamb, etc. 
 
This film deserved to be laughed out of the house as part of a B-movie spectacular, and instead it 
got a SERIOUS screening with all the trappings of GREAT ART!  I had several heated discussions 
afterwards with people whose views spanned quite a range.  That this film was chosen, let alone 
given the prestigious 7 pm Friday slot at the Uptown, has dropped my opinion of Helga Stephenson 
several notches.  Midnight Madness at the Bloor is its true home. 
 
"Tango: Our Dance", Argentina, 1988, Jorge Zanada. 
 
This film is a documentary about the tango as seen through Argentinian eyes, the eyes of a director 
who hopes to rehabilitate the true, classical tango of the common people.  What emerges (although 
it takes us a while to get there) is the question of whether such a thing as a "professional" tango 
dancer could ever exist given the premise that tango is a dance of improvisation and emotion.   
 



The most natural dancers are couples out for the evening at a dance hall, and the worst are the show 
dancers who are all snap and flair, but no spirit.  Footage of Alexieyev (sp?) of the Bolshoi dancing 
the "Warsaw Tango" (if memory serves) are hilarious because he has not the slightest sense of what  
he is doing with his hands and his feet. 
 
The major problem this film has is in getting started.  It is nominally a documentary, but it includes 
some dramatised sections in which the history of the tango is unearthed -- literally.  The 
interruption of the dance's development through the imposition of curfews during the years of 
military rule is treated with extensive, and not particularly germane, news footage of those years.  
Meaningful to someone still trying to come to terms with his country's past, but not of much 
information to anyone wanting to know about tango.   
 
We finally arrive at the last reel which has some reasonably good dance photography in it (even if 
they are mainly professionals whose moves are rather calculating), and we yearn for better footage 
of the "amateurs" who were shot without their feet, in the main.    This has the feeling of a 
documentary by someone who learned his trade and his subject as he went along, but didn't have 
the money to go back and redo the poorer parts.  Overall, a disappointment. 
 
We Think the World of You", Great Britain, 1988, Colin Gregg." 
 
This is a film about a man and his dog and his man.  I am being facetious, but at a few points in this 
film my mind wandered.   
 
Here's the setup: as the film opens, the principal character played by Alan Bates (that's what got me 
into the theatre in the first place) learns that a young lad in his twenties who has been .. um .. 
friendly with him (this is ever so discreet England of the 50s) has just been arrested for 
housebreaking.  Bates visits his friend in jail, and a hilarious dialogue ensues in which the young 
man's concern for the well-being of his dog overshadows any care for his wife, his children or his 
lover (well I will assume they are lovers although this is never explicit).  The rest of the film sees 
poor Bates as a well-meaning but out of place upper middle class meddler in the affairs of his 
lover's family, and particularly in the affairs of his dog.   
 
Big problem : The Dog Plot takes over and gets more than a bit silly.  When his lover gets out after 
a year in prison (during which he has virtually ignored Bates desire to see him), what's left of the 
relationship is shot.  Now the film really meanders as Bates eventually buys the dog (it sleeps with 
him, it sits on the couch and watches him drink brandy, it even goes to work with him once).  The 
dog has become a surrogate for his lover, and all I can say is that Bates must be pretty desperate.   
 
Frankly I am getting tired of seeing films in which Alan Bates sits around repressing some sexual 
urge or another.  Yes, England in the 50s may not have been a great place to be gay, but at least 
Bates' character had the money to live as he liked and whatever prejudice there may have been did 
not hurt him economically.  His lover, on the other hand, rarely shows any signs of wanting to 
return to a gay alliance, and we have to wonder whether he ever did more than exploit the older 
man for favours and material support.  That's a big hole in the character motivation which wasn't 
explored, and which the roughly 20 superfluous minutes of this film might better have been spent 
developing.  Disappointing. 



 
"Chocolat", France, 1988, Claire Denis. 
 
This semi-autobiographical film is a "you can't go home again" flic, albeit with a locale of the 
Cameroon, a former French colony.  Our heroine, who spends most of the film as a small girl in an 
extended flashback, is the daughter of a district commandant who is probably the closest to the 
Africans who work around her home.  This closeness never is developed, however, because we 
never see her grow up; this is a major flaw in the film because the motivation for her returning to 
Cameroon in her adulthood is never fully explained.   
 
The principal pot-stirring device is the arrival of new characters who are stranded when their 
airplane must land nearby and wait a month for repairs.  The usual crew ranging from decent blokes 
to outright racists -- a very two dimensional set of people and a waste of our time.  As they are 
almost ready to leave, the pilot mentions that if the rains come early, they may be stuck here 
another four months.  NO!  Please not that!  Get rid of these people, I screamed to myself in the 
darkness of the theatre.  Not long after, we are back in the present. 
 
Our heroine is hitching a ride with a black man and his son, and the man turns out to be an 
American looking for his roots.  He finds that the locals want nothing to do with his kind and will 
rip him off just as fast as the whites. She leaves.  End of film.  I am sure you have been as 
enthralled as I am.  
 
"Cane Toads -- An Unnatural History", Australia, 1988, Mark Lewis. 
 
Ah -- a documentary that is also a mad comedy!  When did YOU last see a nature piece that had 
you rolling in the aisles?  The setup : Back in the 30s, there was an infestation of cane beetles 
which were decimating the sugar cane crop, and in desperation, the government (actually the Sugar 
Pest Board or something similarly named) imported about 100 cane toads (Ufo Marinus) from 
Hawaii.  
 
They ate everything -- except the cane beetles, and they reproduced with amazing fecundity.  
Seems that these critters have little else to do but eat and hump anything that moves (and a lot that 
doesn't).  Anyhow, there are now millions of them spreading inward from the Queensland coast and 
they are making major inroads into various ecosystems of the area.  Ok.  Now for the film. 



 
Opening:  Tight shot of toad eye.  More shots of toad eye.  Threatening music.  The toads are on the 
advance.  We get a brief history, complete with a dramatised trip of the original 100 to Australia.  
Send off with happy natives on Hawaii waving and schlock Hawaiian music in the background.  
Toads arrive in Australia, and are boxed for the long railway trip to Queensland.   
 
Tight shot of toad peering out of box.  Reverse angle, POV Toad, looking out of railway car at 
passing scenery.  I hope by now you get the idea that this is not your ordinary documentary.  
 
One other scene I'll leave you with:  Man is in shower (singing about cane toads, naturally); night; 
toads advance on house and peer over windowsill.  Low shot (pov toad again) toward shower.  Man 
steps out of shower and arggghhhhh!!!  It's the toads again.  Hitchcock would have been proud.  If 
this shows up at the Bloor or on CBC or wherever, do not miss it. 
 
"Mr. Jolly Lives Next Door", UK, 1987, Stephen Frears. 
 
From the land which produced Shakespeare, Beyond the Fringe and Monty Python comes this 
absolute trash -- bad overdone slapstick which is supposed to be the hit of English TV.  Junk.  Crap.  
Unworthy to play at the Fest, and particularly not to follow "Cane Toads".  Many walked out.  Me 
included. 
 
"Sur" (The South), Argentina/France, 1988, Fernando Solanas. 
 
This is a memory film, and Solanas' tribute to the country he was forced to leave for over a decade 
during the military rule.  Much of the setting is at night, and we have past and present, living and 
dead characters intermixed in many strands through the film.  It is a tad long (about one reel less 
than the 127 minutes running time would have been appreciated), mainly because Solanas tries to 
pack in just a few too many comments.   
 
All the same, it is a beautiful film, and it leaves one with a profound sense of loss and emptiness -- 
the lost future of Argentina, and the lost past of so many interrupted and disappeared lives.  This 
was my last film of the Fest for this year, and it was a haunting conclusion.  The talent which is 
coming out of South America is quite stunning, and I hope that we will see at least some of their 
great work in general distribution. 
 
[Epilogue] 
 
I hope that you've all enjoyed the reviews for this year, and I can now get back to figuring out what 
to do with my free time.  There is a certain ennui at the end of the Festival because the cameraderie 
of the regulars is gone for another year.  Ah well, there's always the Bloor, but it's not quite the 
same. 
 


